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Abstract Navigation and monitoring of large and crowded
virtual environments is a challenging task and requires in-
tuitive camera control techniques to assist users. In this pa-
per, we present a novel automatic camera control technique
providing a scene analysis framework based on information
theory. The developed framework contains a probabilistic
model of the scene to build entropy and expectancy maps.
These maps are utilized to find interest points which rep-
resent either characteristic behaviors of the crowd or novel
events occurring in the scene. After an interest point is cho-
sen, the camera is updated accordingly to display this point.
We tested our model in a crowd simulation environment and
it performed successfully. Our method can be integrated into
existent camera control modules in computer games, crowd
simulations and movie pre-visualization applications.
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1 Introduction

Efficient camera control is essential to perform navigation
and monitoring tasks in a virtual environment; therefore,
camera control has always been an interesting problem for
the graphics community. A recent survey by Christie and
Olivier [1] provides a comprehensive taxonomy of moti-
vations and methods in camera control. Traditional camera
control techniques based on user input, character follow-up
or scripts do not provide camera control suitable for com-
plex scenes with hundreds of animated characters. Today it
is common to have crowded virtual environments in massive
multiplayer online games, crowd simulations and movie pre-
visualizations. Hence, we need a tool which monitors the en-
tire virtual environment, explores interest points and toggles
the camera between them to improve user experience.

To aid a user through navigational tasks in a crowded
scene, an automated camera should build a cognitive model
of where the user would like to look at. Such an automated
camera should provide sufficient information and insight
about the scene being monitored. Our motivation is to find
quantitative measures to determine where a user draws her
attention in an animated crowded scene.

In this paper, we propose a novel automated camera con-
trol technique for large and crowded virtual environments
on top of a scene analysis framework based on informa-
tion theory. This real-time framework can be included into
game engines or any virtual environment system to improve
camera control. Our contributions are: (i) probabilistic mod-
elling of activities in a virtual environment, (ii) analysis of
activities and identification of characteristic behaviors and
novel events, and (iii) automatic camera controlling tech-
nique based on activity analysis.

We build a probabilistic model of the scene which grad-
ually reflect the behavioral patterns of the crowd. Using this
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model, we build an expectancy map and an entropy map
of the crowded scene. They give us quantitative answers
to questions “What are the characteristic behaviors of the
crowd?” and “Where are the novel events happening in the
scene?”.

Utilizing the calculated entropy map, camera makes a
tour over zones which display characteristic behaviors of the
crowd. And, in case of a novel event, by analyzing the ex-
pectancy map camera moves to the location of this novel
event and capture the moment of surprise.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2
we review the related works in the field of automatic cam-
era control. Section 3 summarizes the theoretical and con-
ceptual background of this study. In Sect. 4, details of the
computations regarding scene analysis and automatic cam-
era control is given. Section 5 demonstrates the results ob-
tained using the approach proposed. And finally, some con-
cluding remarks are made at the end.

2 Related work

Several aspects of camera control paradigm have been stud-
ied in the literature, we will try to review studies in which
the expressiveness of the camera is investigated. There have
been notable studies in manipulating the camera with re-
spect to different user preferences. Blinn [2] introduced an
algebraic approach to place certain objects at specified loca-
tions in the scene. Gleicher et al. [3] proposed through the
lens camera control in which the user chooses feature points
and their desired locations as seen from the lens of the cam-
era. Due to the difficulty of the problem, there were attempts
to put some constraints and perform higher level camera
control. The Virtual Cinematographer by He et al. [4] pro-
posed film idioms, each of which decodes cinematographic
expertise and responsible for particular scene organizations.
They organize these idioms in finite state machines to com-
pose shots and transitions. All of these techniques require
expert users or predefined constraints and not suitable for
dynamic and crowded scenes.

A different group of researchers are interested in find-
ing measures to evaluate the visual quality of the view and
manipulate camera parameters to provide the best available
shot [5–7]. Most of these algorithms focus on viewing a sin-
gle object and aim to find the best view on a sphere around
this object. Although the best view on a sphere is not di-
rectly applicable, the idea of finding a good view is relevant
to our problem. In some of these studies, information the-
ory based metrics have proven to be successful. The most
notable metric in this category is called viewpoint entropy
proposed by Vázquez et al. [8] which expresses the amount
of information in a selected view. The authors define their
metric as the ratio of the projected area of each surface to

the total area of all the surfaces projected to the view sphere.
An extension of this work for time varying volumes is done
by Ji et al. [9]. They find best views of a volume data in
each frame by enhancing viewpoint entropy measure and
do a smooth transition between good views as time evolves.
A recent and interesting study by Kwon et al. [10] deter-
mines camera parameters for a single animated character.
They proposed motion area which is the total area swept
by the joints of the character projected onto the view plane.
By maximizing this motion area, they achieve to display the
motion of a single animated character effectively. One ap-
plication where the camera is manipulated automatically to
capture some events is done by Stoev et al. [11]. They de-
veloped an automatic camera control mechanism for visual-
izing historical data where the timing and location of events
are pre-defined. They maximize both the projected area and
the normalized depth of the scene to select a good view as
camera moves between pre-defined locations.

3 Theoretical and conceptual background

Information theory deals with quantification of information.
It has been used in a wide range of areas such as computer
science, physics, biology and natural language processing.
The key measure in information theory, information entropy,
which defines our current understanding of information, is
proposed by Shannon [12]. Let x be a discrete random vari-
able which takes values from a set χ with probability distri-
bution p(x) = Pr[X = x], x ∈ χ . The entropy, H(x), of the
random variable x can be defined by:

H(x) = −
∑

x∈χ

p(x) logp(x). (3.1)

The entropy is a measure of uncertainty of a random vari-
able. It provides us an insight about how likely a system
produces diverse outcomes. Namely, a system with low en-
tropy tends to yield same outcomes in successive tries.

Another critical concept for our measurements is the
Kullback–Leibler divergence (KL) [13]. Take two probabil-
ity mass functions (pmf), p(x) and q(x), then the divergence
between pmfs p(x) and q(x) is given by:

D(p‖q) = −
∑

x∈χ

p(x) log
p(x)

q(x)
, (3.2)

which is a non-symmetric metric expressing the difference
between two probability distributions. Given the true distri-
bution, p(x), of data, KL measures the loss of information
if we use q(x) instead of p(x) while coding a sample. For
further reading on information theory, refer to [14].

The notion of interest points is very suitable for ap-
proaching our problem. We borrow the idea of interest point
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from computer vision domain. It is briefly “. . .any point
in the image for which the signal changes two dimension-
ally” [15]. Our understanding of an interest point in this
work have to be more extensive than this definition. Unlike
a static image, a scene full of dynamic objects or, specifi-
cally, of characters as in crowd simulation carries both spa-
tial and temporal characteristics. To define interest points
in such a multi-dimensional domain, more comprehensive
terms come into play, namely saliency, novelty and surprise.

Saliency and novelty are essential terms to understand
how we perceive information and guide our attention while
we are viewing visual images. A salient feature can be
briefly described as a spatial point standing out to be “dif-
ferent” from its surrounding [16]. Salient features have been
shown to attract human attention by studies in neurophys-
iology and vision [17]. In other words, a salient point can
be interpreted as a point where you would like to look at
in a visual image. But saliency alone is not adequate to an-
swer this question on a temporally dynamic scene. Novelty
complements saliency in temporal dimension and defines an
event which has never occurred or occurs seldom as novel
[18]. Novelty detection works as follows: A model of the
system is formed as a basis by examining the behavior of the
system over time. Having this base model in hand, current
status of the system is evaluated and examined if any novel
event is existent. Novelty detection can be interpreted as de-
tecting salient features on temporal domain. Itti et al. [19]
combine these two complementary terms and come up with
the notion of surprise. They define surprise as the change in
the observer’s belief after the current status is observed. To
calculate the surprise of a system modeled with distribution
M , Kullback–Leibler divergence (3.2) between prior distrib-
ution P(M) and posterior distribution P(M|D) is measured
after current data D is presented. They worked on video im-
ages to detect surprising points and proved that these points
correlate with human viewer’s eye movements.

4 Scene analysis and camera control

In this section, we introduce our approach for automatic
camera control. Our approach to analyze the activities on
the dynamic scene discovers critical points and automati-
cally navigates through these points as time evolves.

4.1 Probabilistic model and scene analysis

We begin with building a probabilistic model of the scene
where both spatial and temporal dimensions of the activities
are taken into consideration. Let Ct = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be the
set of characters present on the scene at time t , where ci

represents a character ci = {vpos,vvel : vpos,vvel ∈ R
2}, vpos

defines the position and vvel defines the velocity of charac-
ter ci . All the characters’ movements are projected onto the

same plane and the calculations are done on a 2D map, so
both of these vectors are in R

2. We classify the activity of
a character by the location the character is on, the direction
of the character’s movement, and the speed the character is
moving with. Different pmf structures are used to capture
these characteristics. Pmfs for direction and speed values
and how this values are mapped into the corresponding pmfs
are explained below:

– Px̂(x) = Pr(X = x), x ∈ {0,1, . . . , n}
The values of the random variable x in this pmf are found
by quantizing the normalized velocity vector v̂ (belonging
to a character c) into one of n categories. v̂ is categorized
by the function

q1(v) = {⌊
v̂∠ 〈1,0〉/(2π/n)

⌋ : n ∈ N,0 < n ≤ 2π
}

(4.1)

which finds the angle between v̂ and 〈1,0〉 in a 2D Carte-
sian coordinate system and by finding which interval this
angle is in. The value of n effects the quantization resolu-
tion.

– P‖x‖(x) = Pr(X = x), x ∈ {0,1, . . . , n}
Assuming that ‖v‖ is in the range [a, b], i.e., the charac-
ters move with a speed in [a, b], the function

q2(v) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0 if ‖ v ‖< a,

�‖ v ‖ /m� if a ≤‖ v ‖< b,

n if b ≤‖ v ‖
(4.2)

calculates which value the random variable x will take de-
pending on the magnitude of velocity vector. The n value
in the above definition is dependent on the values of a, b

and m. If the range [a, b] is large, n can be made lower
by quantizing this range with m.

In addition to the above pmfs, we also need a temporal
structure which holds probabilities with their temporal in-
formation. To achieve this, we define historical probability
function (hpf ) which can be regarded as a specialized pmf.
We define n as historical depth which defines the maximum
age of the probability distribution to consider, where age
means the number of time steps from the moment the dis-
tribution has occurred. With �t defining the time interval
between two adjacent frames, let t1 and t2 be two time steps
where t2 − t1 = n�t and n ∈ N

∗, we define hpf as

P t1→t2 = λ0P
t2 + λ1P

t2−�t + · · · + λnP
t2−n�t , (4.3)

λn = 1

σ
√

2π
e

−(x−μ)2

c2 , μ = 0. (4.4)

The hpf function provides a good estimate on the kind
of activities that are taking place in the scene over a period
of time. The λ constants are aging coefficients, and they are
calculated by using the Gaussian distribution function (4.4)
with μ = 0. These values can be interpreted as a Gaussian
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filter applied in temporal domain. By changing the variance
of the distribution function (i.e., by changing σ 2), impor-
tance given to older distributions is manipulated. Choosing
a lower variance gives less importance to the older distribu-
tion, making the model highly adaptable to current changes,
but leaving it more prone to noise. On the other hand, a
higher variance creates a model that slowly evolves over
time, i.e., only large changes have an effect on the model
immediately.

Having this temporal probabilistic model in hand, we
need to extend our model to cover the spatial characteristics
of activities. To accomplish this, a 2D grid G is placed on
the scene. G contains w rows and h columns, where each
cell is a square with side length l. The grid is adjusted to
cover all the extent of the scene, so that every activity on the
scene takes place inside this sampling grid. We combine the
temporal model we have developed with this grid to end-up
with a 2D map carrying temporal dimension. We define the
state of the grid G at time t as

Gt = {
gt

i,j ;0 ≤ i < w,0 ≤ j < h
}
,

gt =
{
P

(t−n�t)→(t−�t)

v̂ ,P
(t−n�t)→(t−�t)
‖v‖ ,P t

v̂ ,P t‖v‖
}
.

Every cell in gt
i,j grid G contains two hpfs extending

back n time steps, one of them for directional distribution
and the other for speed distribution. In addition to these two
historical distributions, the distributions at time t are also

stored. With this definition, we categorize activities depend-
ing on their spatial characteristics. The spatial categorization
process works by assigning the character to the correspond-
ing gi,j . This spatial categorization finalizes our probabilis-
tic model which takes both the spatial and temporal prop-
erties of activities into consideration. At each time step, a
character, ci , is assigned to a cell on the grid G and charac-
ter’s vvel is transformed by q1, q2 to be included as samples
in probability distributions associated with gi,j . In this man-
ner, the probabilistic distributions are computed and evolve
over time. An explanatory schema illustrating our model can
be seen in Fig. 1.

4.1.1 Entropy map of a crowded scene

If the notion of uncertainty in information entropy is inter-
preted for a crowded scene as the uncertainty of character
activities, we can perform analyses which give insight about
the behavioral patterns of the crowd. To accomplish these
analyses, we begin by building an entropy map of the scene.
Let Xi,j and Yi,j denote two random variables drawn ac-

cording to pmfs (P
(t−n�t)→t

v̂ )i,j and (P
(t−n�t)→t
‖v‖ )i,j , re-

spectively (calculation of these pmfs is trivial as Gi,j con-
tains both the hpf between time [(t − n�t), (t − �t)] and
the pmf at time t). E defines a 2D map consisting of w × h

Fig. 1 Overall process of automatic camera control module. 1) List
of characters is fed to the system, with each character’s position and
velocity vector. 2) Activities of the crowd are mapped to the under-
lying grid to form the current distribution function of the activities of
the crowd. 3) Historical distributions are merged with a temporal filter
to form a historical probabilistic model. 4) Entropy map of the scene
is formed by doing the calculations on merged pmfs from time t − �n

to t . Notice that areas with low entropy relate to locations with a recog-

nizable pattern. 5) Expectancy map is formed by calculating KL di-
vergence between the probabilistic model and the current distribution.
6) A point from KL or E map is chosen as an interest point. Notice that
the selected point is a point from KL map, which constitutes an un-
expected behavior, due to the high difference between the model and
current status. 7) The camera is automatically updated to capture this
interest point. (In the color legend, 1.0 denotes the highest value in the
map. Grey areas represent empty locations.)
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cells containing an entropy value:

Et = {{
et
i,j ;0 ≤ i < w,0 ≤ j < h

}}
,

ei,j = {αH(Xi,j ) + (1 − α)H(Yi,j )}.
(4.5)

Total entropy value of each cell is found by a combination
of entropies for direction and speed pmfs in the correspond-
ing cell of grid G. α is a user-defined constant which can
be changed to modify the focus of the calculations between
the direction and speed properties of characters’ movements.
Entropy values mark where the characters behave identical
to each other or where they behave more independently.
Locations with smaller entropy values are where charac-
ters move with nearly the same speeds in approximate di-
rections. On the other hand, in locations with high entropy
values, it is hard to identify a pattern in characters’ move-
ments. To illustrate, a pedestrian crossing has a small en-
tropy value as characters move only in two definite direc-
tions with identical speeds, however, in a large piazza char-
acters move more freely leading to larger entropy values.

4.1.2 Expectancy map

The probabilistic model provides us an insight about what
is likely to occur at different locations in the scene. By
comparing the model developed over time with the cur-
rent status, we can figure out interesting points where the
current activity is unexpected. The term surprise is ap-
plicable to this problem, so like in [19], we also employ
Kullback–Leibler divergence described in (3.2). It calcu-
lates how distant the current distribution P t

i,j to the un-

derlying distribution (P (t−n�t)→(t−�t))i,j . p1
i,j denotes hpf

Gi,j [(P (t−n�t)→(t−�t)

v̂ ], qt
i,j denotes the current distribu-

tion Gi,j [P t
v̂ ], p2

i,j denotes Gi,j [(P (t−n�t)→(t−�t)
‖v‖ ], and q2

i,j

denotes Gi,j [P t‖v‖]. The p distributions represent the true
distributions in a corresponding cell, and the q distributions
represent the status on the cell at time t . We define an ex-
pectancy map KL, which is a 2D map of w ×h cells defined
as:

KLt = {
klti,j ;0 ≤ i < w,0 ≤ j < h

}
,

kli,j = {
αD

(
p1

i,j‖q1
i,j

) + (1 − α)D
(
p2

i,j‖q2
i,j

)}
.

(4.6)

Values in the expectancy map shows how novel are the
activities taking place at each location. A high value in an
expectancy map cell means that the current distribution at
this location has changed, in other words, there is something
unexpected or interesting at this location. This map provides
us a metric of where to draw our attention.

4.2 Automatic camera control

The entropy and expectancy maps are utilized to control the
camera. The camera control algorithm is described in Algo-
rithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Automatic camera control
1: t ← 0
2: inEntropyTour ← false // to identify if we are in entropy

tour
3: Clear tourStack // to keep track of already visited points
4: ip ← 〈0,0〉 // initialize interest point
5: loop
6: for all ai ∈ At do
7: Update G accordingly // update current probabili-

ties
8: end for
9: Build KL and E maps

10: klmax ← max(kli,j )

11: Calculate τ t
kl

12: if τ t
kl < klmax then

13: ip ← 〈i, j 〉
14: Clear tourStack
15: inEntropyTour ← false
16: else
17: Calculate τ t

e

18: if inEntropyTour then
19: for all ei,j ∈ neighborhood(ip), ei,j /∈

tourStack do
20: if ei,j < τ t

e then
21: ip ← 〈i, j 〉
22: end if
23: end for
24: else
25: ip ← 〈emin[i, j ]〉
26: inEntropyTour ← true
27: end if
28: end if
29: New camera position p′ and orientation q′ are calcu-

lated by using ip
30: Start interpolating to p′ and q′
31: t ← t + �t

32: Update G accordingly // add current prob. to history
33: end loop

Capturing unexpected events: In the first phase of the al-
gorithm, τ t

kl threshold value, which is an adaptive thresh-
old, is calculated. It is found by storing n last klmax values,
where n is the historical depth value we have mentioned be-
fore. Let μt

kl be the mean of these klmax values and σ t
kl be

the standard deviation; τ t
kl is calculated by τ t

kl = μt
kl − σ t

kl .
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Fig. 2 Given a fixed field of
view f and viewing angle β , the
camera should be placed
appropriately to cover a square
zone with sides 2a targeted at
point i. First, p′ is recovered by
finding d and r geometrically.
The final position p is found by
incorporating the pre-calculated
θ angle

The maximum expectancy value, klmax, is selected and com-
pared with τ t

kl . If the selected value is larger than this thresh-
old, it is marked as an interest point which can be interpreted
as a salient location where a novel event is.

Displaying characteristic behaviors of a crowd: If there
is no kl value marked as an interest point, attention can
be drawn to locations where the characters move more to-
gether, i.e., to cells with lower entropy values. Under these
conditions, camera makes a tour over low entropy zones, un-
til some novel event occurs. To have a continuous tour over
low entropy points, our method keeps track of the already
visited points. At the beginning of the entropy tour, a cell
with the lowest entropy value is chosen and, in each step
of the entropy tour, the camera starts to search unvisited
zones in its neighborhood beginning with the direction of
crowd movement. And entropy values are checked against
the adaptive threshold value τ t

e , which is also an adaptive
threshold calculated the same way as μt

kl using ei,j values.
Visited nodes are kept in a stack, in order to not to visit the
same zones again. Whenever a point from the expectancy
map is chosen, the visited node stack is cleared to make
camera ready for a new tour.

Camera placement: After one point of interest is com-
puted, a good view to this point has to be calculated. We
use a three-parameter camera model which represents the
camera with its position p, aim direction l and up-vector u,

where p, l,u ∈ R
3. The camera placement problem is shown

in Fig. 2. After p′ is found, θ angle is calculated to make
the camera look in the direction which is found to be the

Fig. 3 A sample screenshot from our test environment. A crowd sim-
ulation system is developed to test our method’s performance

most frequent direction of crowd movement in the under-
lying grid. Final position of the camera p is computed by
rotating p′ by θ degrees on the calculated circle. Finally, l
is determined by using i and P . Using l and the current aim
vector of the camera, a quaternion q is built to interpolate
the camera rotation using SLERP, proposed by Shoemake in
[20]. While the camera is rotating, it moves from its current
position to the calculated position p following a quadratic
Bezier curve for smooth translation.

5 Results and discussion

We tested the effectiveness of the developed techniques on
different scenarios. We implemented a real-time crowd sim-
ulation environment using a modified version of OpenSteer
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Fig. 4 An example of a moving camera with accompanying analysis
maps from time t1 to t14. The circles represent visited points at the in-
dicated time steps. 1) There is no unexpected event. Camera makes a
tour over low entropy zones and, after all the low entropy zones are
visited, restarts the tour. This tour displays characteristic behaviors of
the crowd. 2) At time t7, a number of characters enter the scene from

point A and this is interpreted as an unexpected event; the camera im-
mediately goes to the location of the event. 3) Between time steps t7
and t8, characters keep entering from A and this activity becomes a
pattern in the scene, so the point is not interpreted as a surprising event
anymore. The camera continues its tour over low entropy zones with
an updated entropy map

library [21]. The test environment is a Intel Q9450 Quad-
Core 2.66 GHz CPU with 2 GB of memory and GeForce
GTX 280.

Displaying characteristic behaviors of a crowd: In our
first test scenario, crowd movement forms patterns over
time, while no unexpected event is occurring. Hence, ex-
pectancy map contains low values below the adaptive thresh-
old and our method chooses interest points among low val-
ues from the entropy map. Storing visited zones in a stack
enables the camera to make a complete tour over the low
entropy zones. It is seen in Fig. 4-1 that camera follows
a path over low entropy zones which correspond to loca-
tions where the crowd moves in an apparent pattern. The
thresholding mechanism prevents the camera from consider-
ing vague patterns in the scene; thus, visits to false positive
zones are avoided.

Capturing unexpected events: As can be seen in Figure 4-
2, whenever there is a high value in the expectancy map,
camera moves to that location immediately and retains its
position until a new unexpected event occurs or the current
interest point loses its importance over time. The duration,

Table 1 Expectancy map values of a cell where a scripted unexpected
event occurs at t1. The value of σ 2 modifies the temporal filter

t1 t2 t3

σ 2 = 0.1 0.292 0.046 0.021

σ 2 = 1.0 0.314 0.164 0.06

σ 2 = 5.0 0.306 0.245 0.167

attention span, for the same event to remain interesting (to
illustrate, duration between t7–t8 in Fig. 4) is dependent on
the temporal filter parameters we are applying in our model.
If we set the temporal filter to give higher importance to
past distributions, the attention span is longer as the unex-
pected event effects the underlying model slowly. In Table
1, we investigate the KL values of the same interest point
over a period of time for different σ 2 values of the tempo-
ral filter. Higher variance values create a filter which also
takes older distributions into account. The results show that
with increasing variance the corresponding KL values de-
crease more slowly. The variance of the temporal filter can
be modified to suit the needs of the application. Figure 4-3
displays how the camera behaves after an unexpected event
vanishes. As the stack for visited nodes is cleared at this in-
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stant, camera moves to the location with the lowest entropy
value to start a new tour.

Camera placement: To view the computed point properly,
camera is placed to cover the entire area of interest. The di-
rection of most dominant crowd motion at the inspected lo-
cation is chosen as the view angle. In Fig. 3, the selected
viewing setting can be observed. The camera looks in the
direction of character movement to give more insight about
how the crowd behaves. This view selection mechanism
can be accompanied with other metrics which can be user-
defined entities based on cinematographic concepts.

For different sampling grid resolutions, the behavior of
our method varies. While smaller resolutions provide bet-
ter analyses for capturing micro-events, a higher resolution
performs better for detecting macro-events. If the size of a
single cell of the sampling grid is large, i.e., the resolution
of the grid is low, a large number of activities are stored in a
single cell, so micro-events have minor effects on the overall
distribution of a cell.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a novel automatic camera control tech-
nique for crowded scenes which monitors the entire scene
and improves user experience. We have built entropy and
expectancy maps of the scene to provide a user with two dif-
ferent tools: (i) a tour over the crowded scene in which the
characteristic behaviors of the crowd are displayed, (ii) mon-
itoring of activities in the scene and capturing a location at
the moment a novel event occurs. We tested our method in
a crowd simulation environment to evaluate its performance
under different scenarios.

Our method can easily be integrated into existent camera
control modules in computer games, crowd simulations and
movie pre-visualization applications. It provides some pa-
rameters, like the resolution of the grid and the span of the
temporal filter; which can be modified to adapt to the needs
of the application into which our method is integrated.
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